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                                    Manhattan Single Seater

                                    
                                    
                                         
                                         22,600 
                                         17,200
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Item Code: CB1002

                                        Availability: In stock

                                        
                                            For the ideal combination of practicality and comfort, be sure to look at the  Manhattan single seater Sofa. Featuring a soft touch leatheritte , this sofa could well find a home in your living room, and is perfect for professionals and families alike.


	Burgundy Non reclining armchair
	A classic sofa offering both exceptional style and comfort
	Upholstered in quality leatheritte 
	Feels great to the touch adding extra comfort and offering great value for money
	Made with a sustainable hard wood frame, glued and reinforced for strength and durability
	Fixed, high density foam and fibre filled cushions for comfortable and supportive seating
	Super soft foam filled seat cushions provide additional comfort
	Seating comfort: Medium firm, supportive seating
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                                    Austin Single Seater

                                    
                                    
                                         
                                         39,200 
                                         35,000
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Item Code: CB1003

                                        Availability: In stock

                                        
                                             


This American-style spacious armchair, upholstered in  black colored bonded PU with modern stitch detail, is easy on the eye and soft to the touch. Cozy comfort is provided by padded curved arm rests.


	Austin contemporary armchair
	Modern stitch detail
	Padded and curved arms for extra comfort
	Upholstered in bonded PU in two colors, which are soft with a protective and durable coating
	Feels great to the touch and offers great value for money
	High density foam in both back rests and seating
	Sustainable non-tropical frame, glued and reinforced
	Comfort rating: Medium
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                                    Omaha Single Seater

                                    
                                    
                                         
                                         17,500 
                                         15,000
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Item Code: CB1004

                                        Availability: In stock

                                        
                                            For the ideal combination of practicality and comfort, be sure to look at the Omaha single seater Sofa. Featuring a soft touch leatheritte , this sofa could well find a home in your living room, and is perfect for professionals and families alike.


	Cocoa coloured Non reclining armchair
	A classic sofa offering both exceptional style and comfort
	Upholstered in quality leatheritte 
	Feels great to the touch adding extra comfort and offering great value for money
	Made with a sustainable hard wood frame, glued and reinforced for strength and durability
	Fixed, high density foam and fibre filled cushions for comfortable and supportive seating
	Super soft foam filled seat cushions provide additional comfort
	Seating comfort: Medium firm, supportive seating
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                                    Audi Single Seater

                                    
                                    
                                         
                                         22,000 
                                         18,000
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Item Code: CB1005

                                        Availability: In stock

                                        
                                            This American-style spacious armchair, upholstered in  black colored bonded PU with modern stitch detail, is easy on the eye and soft to the touch. Cozy comfort is provided by padded curved arm rests.


	Audi modern armchair
	Contrast stitching giving a bold look
	stylish slightly curved arm rests
	Upholstered in bonded PU in black colour  which is soft with a protective and durable coating
	Feels great to the touch and offers great value for money
	High density foam seating and fiber filled back cushions
	Sustainable non-tropical frame, glued and reinforced
	Comfort rating: Medium
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                                    Tokyo 2 Seater

                                    
                                    
                                         
                                         34,800 
                                         30,000
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Item Code: CB2001

                                        Availability: In stock

                                        
                                            Upholstered in a soft but durable wheat colour, this is a 2 seater sofa that will provide a great centrepiece for modern décor. It's comfy too, with padded upholstery and a curved shape that makes it easy to sink into as you relax after a hard day’s work.


	Wheat coloured 2 seater sofa
	Bulky, modern choice with retro appeal. The folded, padded arms and back rest offer great comfort as well as style
	Upholstered in soft,protective and durable coating
	Feels great to the touch and offers great value for money
	Sustainable hardwood frame, glued and reinforced for stability
	The fibre filled back cushions allow you to sink back into them while maintaining support
	Foam filled seat cushions provide excellent comfort
	With an S-Sprung base providing additional seating support
	Featuring modern chrome legs in a stylish symmetrical shape
	Seating comfort: Medium
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                                    Elizabeth 2 Seater Sofa

                                    
                                    
                                         
                                         57,400 
                                         52,000
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Item Code: CB2002

                                        Availability: In stock

                                        
                                            Retro styling updated for a new millennium. Raised on Chrome legs to help create an illusion of space, this cherry coloured 2 seater sofa’s sharp sleek lines will look great in a contemporary apartment – and with padded cushions and soft upholstery, it’s comfy too.


	Elizabeth contemporary Love seat
	Modern design
	Contemporary, Chrome legs
	Comfortable, padded back cushions
	Foam filled seat cushions
	which is soft with a protective and durable coating
	Feels great to the touch and offers great value for money
	Sustainable, hardwood frame, glued and reinforced
	Seating Comfort: Medium
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                                    Manhattan 2 Seater With Cupholder

                                    
                                    
                                         
                                         44,000 
                                         37,000
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Item Code: CB2003

                                        Availability: In stock

                                        
                                            For the ideal combination of practicality and comfort, be sure to look at the  Manhattan two seater Sofa. Featuring a soft touch leatheritte , this sofa could well find a home in your living room, and is perfect for professionals and families alike.


	Burgundy Non reclining two seater with cupholder
	A classic sofa offering both exceptional style and comfort
	Upholstered in quality leatheritte 
	Feels great to the touch adding extra comfort and offering great value for money
	Made with a sustainable hard wood frame, glued and reinforced for strength and durability
	Fixed, high density foam and fibre filled cushions for comfortable and supportive seating
	Super soft foam filled seat cushions provide additional comfort
	Seating comfort: Medium firm, supportive seating
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                                    Denver 2 Seater Sofa

                                    
                                    
                                         
                                         31,400 
                                         28,000
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Item Code: CB2004

                                        Availability: In stock

                                        
                                            Retro styling updated for a new millennium. Raised on chrome legs to help create an illusion of space, this brown 2 seater sofa’s sharp sleek lines will look great in a contemporary apartment – and with padded cushions and soft bonded PU upholstery, it’s comfy too.


	Denver 2 seater sofa
	Modern design
	Contemporary, chrome legs
	Comfortable, 3 step back rest filled with recron giving lumbar support
	S-sprung seat cushions
	Which is soft with a protective and durable coating
	Feels great to the touch and offers great value for money
	Sustainable, hardwood frame, glued and reinforced
	Comfort rating: Medium
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                                    Austin 2 Seater Sofa

                                    
                                    
                                         
                                         68,000 
                                         60,000
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Item Code: CB2005

                                        Availability: In stock

                                        
                                            This American-style spacious Love seat, upholstered in bamboo and black colored bonded PU with modern stitch detail, is easy on the eye and soft to the touch. Cozy comfort is provided by padded curved arm rests.


	Austin contemporary 2 seater
	Modern stitch detail
	Padded and curved arms for extra comfort
	Upholstered in bonded PU in two colors, which are soft with a protective and durable coating
	Feels great to the touch and offers great value for money
	High density foam in both back rests and seating
	Sustainable non-tropical frame, glued and reinforced
	Comfort rating: Medium
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                                    Bogota 2 Seater Sofa

                                    
                                    
                                         
                                         28,600 
                                         24,000
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        Item Code: CB2006

                                        Availability: In stock

                                        
                                            While the Bogota sofa range is elegant enough for a contemporary flat, the protective and durable fabric makes them equally at home in the family living room. Built to last with a frame from sustainable sources, glued and reinforced. And did we mention it looks good too?


	Red colour 2 seater sofa
	A modern, chunky sofa with unique style and space to stretch out
	upholstered in Soft touch fabric
	Feels great to the touch adding extra comfort and offering great value for money
	Made with a sustainable non-tropical frame, glued and reinforced for strength and durability
	Foam filled seat cushions offers great comfort of seating
	Fibre filled back cushions allow you to sink back into them while maintaining support
	A sprung base provides additional comfort
	Featuring soft, cushioned arms for comfort
	wooden legs
	Seating comfort: Medium
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                        We at Cowboy Factory would love to hear your opinion about our products & service.

                       
                        Mail : info@cowboysofas.com
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